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Motion for a resolution

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 1
Citation 3 a (new)

- having regard to the conclusions of the of Informal Meeting of EU Ministers for 
Employment and Social Affairs in Berlin on “good work” and the European Social 
Model, on 18 to 20 January 2007,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 2
Citation 5

- having regard to the Commission's Green Paper on modernising labour law to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century (COM(2006)0708) and Parliament's resolution 
thereon of 11 July 20071,

Or. en

  
1 Texts Adopted, P6_TA(2007)0339.
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Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 3
Citation 5

- having regard to the Commission's Green Paper  on Modernising Labour Law to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century (COM(2006)0708), and Parliament's resolution 
thereon of 11 July 20071,

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 4
Citation 5 a (new)

- having regard to its resolution of 11 July 2007 on modernising labour law to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century (2007/2023(INI)),

Or. de

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 5
Citation 5 b (new)

- having regard to Council Recommendation 92/442/EEC of 27 July 1992 on the 
convergence of social protection objectives and policies, and to Council 
Recommendation 92/441/EEC of 24 June 1992 on common criteria concerning 
sufficient resources and social assistance in social protection systems, 

Or. de

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 6
Citation 8

- having regard to ILO Convention C87 on freedom of association and protection of the 
right to organise (1948), ILO Convention C98 on the right to organise and collective 

  
1 Texts Adopted, P6_TA(2007)0339.
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bargaining (1949) (deletion),

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 7
Citation 9 a (new)

- having regard to Article 2 of the Treaty establishing the European Community,

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 8
Citation 10

deleted

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 9
Citation 14 a (new)

- having regard to the SME Charter,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 10
Citation 15

deleted

Or. en
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 11
Citation 18

deleted

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 12
Citation 23 a (new)

- having regard to Directive 2003/88/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 4 November 2003 concerning certain aspects of the organisation of 
working time, 

Or. de

Amendment by Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou

Amendment 13
Citation 28 a (new)

- having regard to the vote of 23 May 2007 (A6-0068/2007) on the report on 
promoting decent work for all,

Or. el

Amendment by Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou

Amendment 14
Citation 28 b (new)

- having regard to Directive 2006/54/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities 
and equal treatment of men and women in matters of employment and occupation 
(recast),

Or. el
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Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 15
Citation 29

- having regard to the Communication from the Commission entitled 'Promoting decent 
work for all: The EU contribution to the implementation of the decent work agenda in 
the world' (COM(2006)0249) and to Parliament’s resolution of 23 May 2007 on 
promoting decent work for all (2006/2240(INI)),

Or. de

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 16
Citation 38 a (new)

- having regard to the report by the European Expert Group on Flexicurity on 
Flexicurity Pathways: turning hurdles into stepping stones, of June 2007,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 17
Recital A

A. whereas the EU is a (deletion) community of shared values as a consequence of which 
any reform of labour law and the labour market should reflect those values, and  
whereas the basic principles of labour law which have developed within Europe 
remain valid; whereas labour law provides legal certainty and protection for workers 
and employers by way of either legislation or collective agreement, or a combination 
of the two, and whereas it regulates the balance of power between worker and 
employer and whereas the success of any changes in labour law will be greater if 
workers feel more secure; whereas such security also depends on a high level of job 
protection and employment protection legislation,

Or. en
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Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 18
Recital A

A. whereas the EU is a free trade area and a community of shared values as a 
consequence of which any reform of labour law and the labour market should reflect 
those values, and whereas the basic principles of labour law which have developed 
within Europe remain valid; whereas labour law should ideally be the result of 
dialogue among all the social partners and reflect a good balance between the 
interests of employers and workers on the one hand and flexibility and security on 
the other; whereas labour law provides legal certainty and protection for workers and 
employers by way of either legislation or collective agreement, or a combination of 
the two; (deletion) and whereas the success of any changes in labour law will be 
greater if workers feel more secure; whereas such security also depends on how easy it 
is to find a new job,

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 19
Recital A

A. whereas the EU is not only an economic and political association but also a 
community of shared values  as a consequence of which any reform of labour law and 
the labour market should reflect those values, and whereas the basic principles of 
labour law which have developed within Europe remain valid; whereas labour law 
provides legal certainty and protection for workers and employers by way of either 
legislation or collective agreement, or a combination of the two, and whereas it 
regulates the balance of power between worker and employer and whereas the success 
of any changes in labour law will be greater if workers feel more secure from serious 
loss of income; whereas such security also depends on how easy it is to find a new 
job,

Or. de

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 20
Recital A

A. whereas the EU is (deletion) a community of shared values which aspires to the 
establishment of a Common Market and an Economic and Monetary Union and has 
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set itself the task of creating relations of cohesion and solidarity between its Member 
States and peoples, as a consequence of which any reform of labour law and the 
labour market should reflect those values, and whereas the basic principles of labour 
law which have developed within Europe remain valid; whereas labour law provides 
legal certainty and protection for workers and employers by way of either legislation 
or collective agreement, or a combination of the two, and whereas it regulates the 
balance of power between worker and employer and whereas the success of any 
changes in labour law will be greater if workers feel more secure; whereas such 
security also depends on how far it is possible to find a new job without the risk of 
falling into poverty, and to make a living by decent work,

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 21
Recital A

A. whereas the EU is a free trade area and a community of shared values as a 
consequence of which any reform of labour law and the labour market should reflect 
those values, and whereas the basic principles of labour law which have developed 
within Europe remain valid and represent a key reference for the labour law of the 
EU Member States; whereas labour law provides legal certainty and protection for 
workers and employers by way of either legislation or collective agreement, or a 
combination of the two; whereas the objective of labour law is to create equilibrium 
in the balance of power between worker and employers in order to protect the 
weaker party within the relationship; whereas it is necessary to increase the level of 
security of both workers and enterprises, especially in the case of SMEs; whereas 
such security also depends on how easy it is to find a new job; whereas global 
competition and rapidly developing technology mean that enterprises have to adapt 
ever more quickly,

Or. xm

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 22
Recital A a (new)

Aa. whereas in 1992 the European Council laid an obligation on the Member States to 
ensure that everyone has sufficient resources to live in dignity,

Or. de
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 23
Recital B

B. whereas adequate protection against unfair dismissal is an indispensable right of 
workers and whereas a high level of job protection contributes to reducing time 
spent in unemployment, because advance notification functions as an early warning 
system and provides workers and companies with the opportunity to avoid 
redundancies on grounds of innovation, changes in production or work 
organisation, or to start re-training programmes for workers at an early stage,

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 24
Recital B

B. whereas flexicurity, therefore, should be seen as a component of the European social 
models fostering competitive and adaptable businesses and workforces,

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 25
Recital B

B. whereas flexicurity, therefore, should be seen as a need to adapt and establish a 
foundation for building a strong European social model fostering competitive and 
adaptable businesses and workforces; whereas the term ‘flexicurity’ arouses strong 
concerns among European workers, who fear increased job insecurity, and 
whereas, therefore, this term, and the firm principles it covers, should be very 
precisely defined,

Or. fr

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 26
Recital B a (new)

Ba. considering that 16 % of Europeans remain at risk of poverty, and 10 % live in 
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jobless households and that it is therefore essential that any reform under on the 
basis of flexicurity is based on a detailed impact assessment as regards vulnerable 
groups and that any such reform should aim  at furthering social inclusion while 
not putting new groups at risk,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 27
Recital C

C. whereas unemployment in the EU is not caused by employment protection legislation 
but rather the lack of job creation; whereas, therefore, a change in macro-economic 
policies is needed which supports investment in sustainable development, 
sustainable infrastructures, in research and development and lifelong learning which 
would create a dynamic labour market moving towards full employment including 
the right to high-quality work and social rights,

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 28
Recital C

C. whereas unemployment in the EU does not have a direct relationship with labour 
legislation but rather with limited job creation which, amongst other factors, depends 
on dynamic, innovative and competitive companies and on investment in research 
and development and lifelong learning, which can also contribute to a dynamic labour 
market,

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 29
Recital C

C. Whereas while over-restrictive labour legislation may not directly cause
unemployment in the EU it can limit job creation which, amongst other factors, 
depends on dynamic, innovative and competitive companies and on investment in 
research and development and lifelong learning (deletion),
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Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 30
Recital C

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 31
Recital C

C. whereas unemployment in the EU is caused by two factors; firstly by restrictive 
employment protection legislation and secondly by the lack of job creation through  
investment in research and development and lifelong learning which would create a 
dynamic labour market,

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 32
Recital D

D. whereas recent research by the OECD and others shows that a high level of job and 
employment protection does not have a negative impact on employment growth and 
that the flexibility or rigidity of labour markets cannot explain successes or failures 
to reduce mass unemployment,

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 33
Recital D a (new)

Da. whereas the flexicurity model in the Scandinavian countries clearly shows that a 
high level of job protection and standard working conditions are perfectly 
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compatible with strong employment growth, and whereas  according to recent 
OECD and other studies there is no evidence for the assertion that dismantling job 
protection and lowering standard working conditions leads to more employment 
growth,

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 34
Recital D a (new)

Da. whereas e.g. reforms in Germany to increase labour market flexibility in 1994 -
2004 were accompanied by increasing unemployment and whereas, in contrast to 
that development, during the same period, unemployment significantly decreased in 
Spain without any tangible deregulation of its strictly regulated labour market; 
whereas, therefore, increasing labour market flexibility cannot be regarded as a 
formula for creating more employment,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 35
Recital E

E. whereas recent research demonstrates that increased flexibility has the effect of 
generally reducing the status of employees, who are more often not employed 
permanently but temporarily, not employed full-time but part-time, and more 
frequently turn to involuntary self-employment; whereas new research based on 
OECD data shows that the more flexible employment is, the more it is precarious 
and that employment flexibility has the strongest negative effect on ‘employability’ 
(improving the skills and qualifications of employees),

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 36
Recital E

E. whereas the aim of flexicurity is to enable individuals and companies to cope with 
change and to increase mobility on the European labour market and must be combined 
with a policy of creation of stable and sustainable employment and income,
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Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 37
Recital E

E. whereas the aim of flexicurity is to expand the current supply of jobs on the labour 
market and, at the same time, to enable individuals to cope with change and to 
increase mobility on the European labour market, while ensuring sustainable 
(deletion) income,

Or. fr

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 38
Recital E

E. whereas the aim of flexicurity is to enable  individuals, while retaining adequate 
security, to cope with change and to increase mobility on the European labour market 
the corollary of which is the creation of  sustainable employment and income,

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 39
Recital E

E. whereas one of the aims of flexicurity is to enable individuals to cope with change 
and to increase mobility on the European labour market the corollary of which is the
creation of sustainable employment and income,

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 40
Recital E

E. whereas the aim of the concept of flexicurity should be to enable everyone to meet 
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the challenges of industrial change,

Or. de

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 41
Recital E a (new)

Ea. whereas mobile workers still run the risk of losing social security benefits,

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 42
Recital F

F. whereas, in order to compete on equal terms in the internal market, Member States 
need to promote convergence between their respective labour laws (delete) in those 
fields in which the EU has competence,

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 43
Recital F

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Gabriele Stauner

Amendment 44
Recital F

F. whereas, in order to compete on equal terms in the internal market, Member States 
need to harmonise to a minimum standard their respective labour laws, though it 
should be borne in mind that the Member States have a fundamental competence in 
this area and that the Community may only take action to the extent that it is 
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accorded competences by the Treaty,

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 45
Recital F

F. whereas, in order to avoid unfair competition in the internal market, Member States 
need to make sure that a certain and common level of standards in their respective 
labour laws are respected, while at the same time making sure that this does not 
prevent Member States from introducing or retaining higher standards should they 
wish to do so,

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 46
Recital F

F. whereas the increase in atypical forms of employment caused by increased flexibility 
disqualifies an increasing number of employees from social benefits, as the 
eligibility to social benefits depends on an employee's employment status; whereas 
increased flexibility thus also endangers the financial sustainability of social 
security systems,

Or. en

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 47
Recital F

deleted

Or. de
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Amendment by Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou

Amendment 48
Recital F 

48. whereas, in order to compete on equal terms in the internal market, Member States 
should agree on a minimum common basis for labour laws, especially in those  fields  
in which the EU has competence,

Or. el

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 49
Recital F a (new)

Fa. whereas numerous reviews on working conditions by the Dublin Foundation 
demonstrate that flexible working time schemes are accompanied by an increase in 
irregular and unpredictable working hours, resulting in ongoing classic workplace 
related health problems in combination with new ones related to greater stress at 
work resulting from a new work organisation designed to meet short-term market 
fluctuations; whereas recent research also shows that most flexible working time 
schemes in place in Europe do not enable employees better to reconcile employment 
and their private life,

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 50
Recital F a (new)

Fa. considering that for a sustainable approach to flexicurity, rights should be seen in a 
wider context in the long term and that some reforms of national labour markets 
and employment and social protection systems are required; considering that it is 
important to reflect on all social protection rights, including not only first pillar 
schemes but also second pillar, namely occupational schemes,

Or. en
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Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 51
Recital F b (new)

Fb. considering that the most vulnerable people need specific attention so as not to fall 
into in-work poverty and that equipping workers to deal with change is a vital 
element to making flexicurity work,

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 52
Recital G

G. whereas flexicurity implies a balance between rights and responsibilities for 
employers, workers, job seekers and public authorities and it requires a climate of trust 
and dialogue between public authorities and social partners, where all are prepared to 
take responsibility for change, and produce balanced policy packages, especially 
regarding disadvantaged groups including women, migrants, younger and older 
workers and (deletion) disabled people,

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 53
Recital G

G. whereas flexicurity implies a balance between rights and responsibilities for 
employers, workers, job seekers and public authorities and it requires a climate of trust 
and dialogue between public authorities and social partners, where all are prepared to 
take responsibility for change, and produce balanced policy packages, with a view to 
supporting the process of creating more and better jobs for all, ensuring gender 
equality and fighting  discriminatory practices against vulnerable groups of workers 
such as migrants, younger and older workers and the disabled,

Or. en
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 54
Recital G

G. whereas women are in a disadvantaged position in the labour market and are 
disproportionately represented in part-time work and in new, often precarious, 
forms of working arrangements, facing obstacles in seeking access to full social 
rights, social protection and benefits,

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 55
Recital G

G. whereas flexicurity implies a balance between rights and responsibilities for 
employers, workers, job seekers and public authorities and it requires a climate of 
trust, transparency and dialogue between individuals, civil society, public authorities 
and social partners, where all are prepared to take responsibility for change, and 
produce balanced, sustainable policy packages, especially regarding disadvantaged 
groups including women, migrants, younger and older workers and the disabled,

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 56
Recital G a (new)

Ga. whereas the specific challenges for SMEs, and those working in SMEs, need to be 
taken into account in this context,

Or. en

Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 57
Recital G a (new)

Ga. whereas self-employment is one of the main features of business organisation in 
Europe and a source of economic dynamism and entrepreneurship, and whereas it 
can contribute fully to the ‘pathways of flexicurity’ identified by the Commission,
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Or. fr

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 58
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by 
giving all workers equal rights, phasing out all forms of precarious employment, and 
investing in job creation and lifelong learning,

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 59
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by 
fostering job creation and by providing all workers with a core of rights and access 
to lifelong learning, 

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 60
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by  
(deletion) investing in job creation and lifelong learning,

Or. de

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 61
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by 
removing the blatant inequalities affecting certain groups of workers (deletion) and 
investing in job creation and lifelong learning,
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Or. fr

Amendment by Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou

Amendment 62
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by 
protecting the rights of workers and investing in job creation and lifelong learning,

Or. el

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 63
Recital H

H. whereas high unemployment and labour market segmentation need to be overcome by  
a labour law system which is simple, transparent and dependable both internally 
and externally, an effective and efficient labour market policy, sustainably 
affordable social security systems, and modern and life-long forms of training,

Or. de

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 64
Recital H a (new)

Ha. whereas part-time working, lower pay and fixed-term contracts – the main risk 
factors for in-work poverty – are characteristic first and foremost of the employment 
situation of women,

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 65
Recital I

I. whereas the Commission's Communication entitled 'Towards Common Principles of 
Flexicurity: More and better jobs through flexibility and security' (COM(2007)0359) 
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provides no appropriate proposals for enhancing the 2008 revision of the European 
Employment Strategy (EES) and the Integrated Guidelines for Jobs and Growth, 
and whereas the “good work” agenda promoted by the Informal Meeting of Ministers 
for Employment and Social Affairs could provide a more appropriate point of reference 
for reforming the Lisbon Strategy,

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 66
Recital I

I. whereas the Commission's Communication entitled 'Towards Common Principles of 
Flexicurity: More and better jobs through flexibility and security' (COM(2007)0359) 
needs to be improved and must be used to start a more balanced debate on flexicurity,

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 67
Recital I

I. whereas the Commission's Communication entitled 'Towards Common Principles of 
Flexicurity: More and better jobs through flexibility and security' (COM(2007)0359) 
omits important topics such as combating poverty and presents just one possible 
approach, flexicurity, as a new panacea instead of taking account of other 
approaches which could serve the objective of improving living and working 
conditions,

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 68
Recital I a (new)

Ia. whereas the concept of ‘good work' for the Ministers for Employment and Social 
Affairs focuses on promoting the quality of employment explaining that ‘Good work 
means employee rights and participation, fair wages, protection of safety and health 
at work as well as a family-friendly work organisation. Good and fair working 
conditions as well as an appropriate social protection are indispensable for the 
acceptance of the European Union by its citizens’,
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Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 69
Recital I a (new)

Ia. Whereas the European Social Fund has a vital role to play in promoting social 
dialogue and active labour market policies in order a ensure a strong European 
social model with more and better jobs;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 70
Recital I a (new)

Ia. Whereas the Commission’s communication entitled ‘Towards Common Principles 
of Flexicurity: More and better jobs through flexibility and security’ 
(COM(2007)359) takes over uncritically the OECD definition of flexicurity which is 
no longer appropriate to current conditions; whereas more comprehensive 
definitions are available,

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 71
Recital I b (new)

Ib. Whereas the OECD recently stated that employment protection legislation has no 
significant impact on the total employment rate and that high replacements rates in 
unemployment benefits has a positive effect on productivity; whereas, furthermore, 
the ILO has shown that there is a positive relationship between tenure and 
productivity,

Or. en
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 72
Paragraph 1

1. Rejects the flexicurity approach of the Commission as totally unbalanced, because 
flexibility is not even matched by increased social security; points out that the 
Commission simply promotes the deregulation of job protection and more flexible 
employment contracts as its central focus and proposes no effective measures to 
combat precarious employment, while maintaining policies that reduce the social 
security and the rights of workers and the unemployed (less ‘generous’ 
unemployment and social benefits to ‘activate the unemployed’, a ‘balance of rights 
and obligations’, reducing rights, and strengthening obligations);

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 73
Paragraph 1

1. Recognises that, in order to succeed in the 21st century, Europe needs people who are 
given the chance to seize opportunities that arise in a fast-moving world;

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 74
Paragraph 1

1. Recognises that, in order to succeed in the 21st century, Europe needs a well-educated 
workforce and companies that are quick to seize opportunities that arise in a fast-
moving world to increase productivity and enhance innovation;

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 75
Paragraph 1 a (new)

1a. Points out that the Commission’s flexicurity position puts the emphasis on finishing 
with redistributive solidarity and on economic instead of social goals; stresses that 
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the Commission's approach implies a re-conceptualisation of security from 
protection against risk to the capacity to ‘adapt to change’; points out that in return 
for accepting more flexibility, the Commission offers a mere promise of more access 
to education, training or lifelong learning to workers without even proposing any 
obligation for employers to finance respective measures or to establish respective 
rights for employees and the unemployed; points out that recourse to ‘learning’ and 
training in itself does not open a perspective to overcome unemployment, nor does 
this approach provide any enforceable guarantees for employment or income 
security to the workers;

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 76
Paragraph 1 a (new)

1a. Strongly endorses the conclusion that flexibility can be in the interests of the 
employee as well as the employer, and that this can be achieved through more 
contractual diversity and/or more flexibility in permanent contracts;

Or. en

Amendment by Georgios Toussas

Amendment 77
Paragraph 1 a (new)

1a. Considers that the main thrust of the Commission communication entitled ‘Towards 
Common Principles of Flexicurity: More and better jobs through flexibility and 
security’ (COM(2007) 359), is to consolidate and standardise the worker-hostile 
changes that have been introduced in the EU and the Member States in recent
years, aiming to devalue the labour force and social rights and to increase the 
profits of monopolistic groups of enterprises; the Commission communication 
abolishes the restrictions on dismissal of workers, undermines collective agreements 
on permanent, full-time work and collective bargaining, extends flexible forms of 
work contracts, dismantles social insurance and worsens the conditions of workers’ 
insurance and  pensions; Parliament therefore rejects the approach, the guidelines 
and the objectives that the Commission communication as a whole seeks to promote; 
·

Or. el
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 78
Paragraph 2

2. Emphasises that the policy approach of ‘making work pay’ enshrined in the present 
EES and the ‘Jobs & Growth’ Strategy contradicts the notion of ‘flexicurity’, 
because it includes reductions of security benefits which, according to ‘flexicurity’, 
should be improved; in that respect, points out that in the Commission’s vision 
‘flexicurity’ otherwise seems to be gradually replacing the few remaining qualitative 
goals of the EES and aims at a narrowing down of European employment policy;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA 

Amendment 79
Paragraph 2

2. Emphasises (deletion) that flexicurity can, where appropriate and after carefully 
weighing up the consequences, represent one policy strategy among others for the 
reform of the labour market and as such  must be comprehensive by including all the 
existing facets of employment and social policy at (deletion) national, regional and 
EU  levels; stresses that flexicurity is a method and can only complement legal 
instruments; stresses that flexicurity needs a social framework which offers people 
the security to rely on flexicurity;

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 80
Paragraph 2

2. Emphasises, however, that flexicurity is a concept that can be an important element 
for a political and economic strategy for the reform of the labour market and as such 
must be comprehensive by including all the existing facets of employment and social 
policy at both national and EU levels;

Or. en
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Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 81
Paragraph 2

2. Emphasises, however that flexicurity is a policy strategy for the reform of the labour 
market (deletion);

Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 82
Paragraph 2

2. Emphasises, however, that flexicurity is a strategic vision of future trends in the
labour market in the European Union, the essential feature of which is that it offers 
citizens more security and better chances of finding employment by increasing the 
supply of jobs and modernising labour law;

Or. fr

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 83
Paragraph 2 a (new)

2a. Recognises that the detailed development and implementation of the EU's flexicurity 
concept will vary at national level, depending on the situation in the national labour 
market in the Member State and on cultural conditions and preferences; 

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 84
Paragraph 2 a (new)

2a. Realises that, in view of the changes in national social security systems and labour 
law and the resulting costs, a flexicurity concept can only be put into practice in the 
long term;

Or. de
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Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 85
Paragraph 2 b (new)

2b. Considers nonetheless that it is both possible and desirable to express this concept 
as a set of guiding principles at the EU level;

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 86
Paragraph 2 b (new)

2b. Considers, therefore, that the Commission’s flexicurity options are too one-sidedly 
interpreted, since they take no account of the costs these measures involve; calls 
therefore for the Commission to carry out a cost-benefit analysis on these options;

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 87
Paragraph 3

3. Stresses that Europe's flexicurity strategy should take a closer look at the empirical 
evidence about the results of flexicurity reforms in the Member States so far; points 
out that 'flexicurity' reforms were based on the idea that reducing the level of 
protection for standard workers in exchange for some moderate improvements of 
the protection of atypical workers would lead to a 'win-win' situation diminishing 
precarious employment, which, to date, has not materialised even in the 'model' 
countries Denmark and the Netherlands; points out that relatively few flexibly 
employed people have gained little from the significant losses in protection as 
against the much more numerous 'normally' employed;

Or. en
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Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 88
Paragraph 3 a (new)

3a. Points out that recruitment prospects in small enterprises and craft enterprises are 
highly sensitive to changes in their regulatory and tax environment; emphasises 
also the specific nature of the employment relationship in these enterprises, based 
on a direct employer/employee relationship, identification with the business project 
through the transfer of knowledge and their own methods of social dialogue; calls, 
therefore, for the specific nature of these enterprises to be effectively taken into 
account in European and national flexicurity strategies;

Or. fr

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 89
Paragraph 3 a (new)

3a. points to the fact that social protection systems have an important role in dealing 
with the risks of a more flexible labour market; considers it essential, therefore, that 
the Member States adapt their social protection systems to manage the risks of 
individual workers, adapt to new risks and become more inclusive;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 90
Paragraph 3 b (new)

3b. Notes with deep concern that the Commission communication, while it refers to 
promoting gender equality, completely disregards the obligations and 
responsibilities set out in the Commission’s communication 'A Roadmap for 
equality between women and men’ (COM(2006)0092); is critical of the fact that the 
EU's existing legislation on promoting gender equality has so far not achieved its 
objectives and that the income gap between the sexes, the absence of the necessary 
conditions for combining work and family life, and the lack of public child care 
facilities, remain a central problem for European workers;

Or. de
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 91
Paragraph 4

4. Believes, therefore, that flexicurity strategies are not an appropriate means by which 
to combat precarious employment and to reduce unemployment; emphasises that 
high levels of employment protection and job protection are based on the 
fundamental right of workers to be protected against unfair dismissal; stresses that 
job protection and employment protection must also be maintained as useful tools 
for an overall policy of anticipating change and promoting stability and continuity 
of employment; points out that measures such as advance notification make it 
possible to combine a certain protection of the existing job with preparing workers 
for a change in jobs; considers that this is a much better approach than allowing 
people to become unemployed and then ‘activating’ them after  a certain period of 
unemployment;

Or. en

Amendment 92
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie ; - as part of a balanced package, on which the social partners are 
closely consulted (deletion);

Or. de

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 93
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie; - as part of a balanced package, on which all stakeholders are 
closely consulted, but any attempt to increase flexibility, if it is not requested by the 
employee, without having either negotiated a compromise with the social partners or 
without having proposed some kind of clear compensation for the increase in 
flexibility may create more insecurity;

Or. en
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Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 94
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie ; - as part of a balanced package, on which the social partners are 
closely consulted, but any attempt to increase flexibility without consultation with the 
social partners and without a broad consensus in society accompanied by an 
economic recovery capable of creating a substantial number of new jobs is destined 
to fail;

Or. fr

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 95
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie; emphasises that in Member States where high levels of 
employment protection are a barrier to recruitment, or obstruct rapid responses to 
changing economic circumstances, flexicurity strategies should address these 
problems on the basis of transparent dialogue across all social partners, in 
accordance with national custom and practice, in which flexibility and security 
should be mutually reinforcing, but any attempt to increase flexibility without having 
either negotiated a compromise with the social partners or without having proposed 
some kind of clear compensation for the increase in flexibility can only create more 
insecurity;

Or. en

Amendment by Ana Mato Adrover

Amendment 96
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie; - as part of a balanced package, on which the social partners are 
closely consulted, but any attempt to increase flexibility without having  either 
negotiated a compromise with the social partners or evaluated the impact and 
consequences of the new measures to be applied can only create more insecurity;

Or. es
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Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 97
Paragraph 4

4. Believes that flexicurity strategies must direct the greatest attention to where the 
greatest problems lie ; - as part of a balanced package, on which the social partners are 
closely consulted (deletion);

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 98
Paragraph 4 a (new)

4a. Opposes the creation of a new indicator on the "strictness of employment protection 
legislation" as proposed by the Commission, which is meaningless for pursuing a 
viable European Employment Strategy; insists instead that the Commission present 
a proposal for a limited set of synthesised qualitative indicators on the quality of 
employment to complement the ones already agreed on within the framework of 
Laeken 2001 reform of the Employment Guidelines;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 99
Paragraph 4 a (new)

4a. Firmly believes that any form of employment should carry with it a core of rights 
regardless of the specific employment status;

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 100
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
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flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to the  creation of a 
flexible labour market by raising educational levels and expanding training and 
retraining programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour 
force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active labour 
market policies that  expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises 
the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and recalls  the new 
forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time 
and fixed-term work (deletion); 

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 101
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the remaining high 
level of unemployment, the growth of precarious forms of employment, the erosion 
of workers' rights and social protection and the supply of skilled and competent
workers - and that are the issues which should be at the heart of Europe's 2008 review 
of its employment strategy; stresses that the priority should be given to the creation of 
an inclusive labour market by promoting the quality of employment and the "good 
work" agenda, by raising educational levels and expanding training and retraining 
programmes; by improving gender equality and the integration of women, migrants, 
older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups into the labour market;
by removing obstacles to freely chosen occupational and geographic mobility; and by 
active labour market policies that expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; 
emphasises the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and recalls 
in that respect the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time and fixed-term 
work; disagrees with the Commission’s distinction between insiders and outsiders;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 102
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to the  creation of a 
flexible labour market by raising educational levels and expanding training and 
retraining programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour 
force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
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by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by promoting
secured transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises the decisive role of new 
technologies in education and training and recalls  the new forms of flexibility offered 
by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time and fixed-term work; 
disagrees with the Commission’s distinction between insiders and outsiders;

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 103
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to the creation of a 
flexible labour market by raising educational levels and expanding apprenticeship 
opportunities, training and retraining programmes; by implementing effective policies 
against discrimination and by breaking down barriers to the integration into the 
labour force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other discriminated
groups; by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active 
labour market policies that expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; 
emphasises the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and recalls 
the new forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, 
part-time and fixed-term work; disagrees with the Commission’s distinction between 
insiders and outsiders and with the view that employment protection legislation 
necessarily results in the segmentation of the labour market; believes, on the 
contrary, that strong job protection is a precondition for employment security;

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 104
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that one of the main issues regarding the EU's economic and 
social development concerns the competitiveness and innovation in companies and
that this should be at the heart of Europe's flexicurity strategies; stresses that the 
priority should be given to the creation of a flexible labour market by promoting 
flexible and reliable contractual arrangements in the context of modern work 
organisations and by raising educational levels and expanding training and retraining 
programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour force of 
women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; by 
removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active labour 
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market policies that expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises 
the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and recalls the new 
forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time 
and fixed-term work; (deletion)

Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 105
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to removing obstacles 
to occupational and geographic mobility and to the creation of a flexible labour 
market by raising educational levels; by expanding training and retraining 
programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour force of 
women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
(deletion) and by active labour market policies that expedite the transition from an old 
job to a new job; emphasises the decisive role of new technologies in education and 
training and recalls  the new forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' 
agreement on teleworking, part-time and fixed-term work; (deletion)

Or. fr

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 106
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to the creation of a 
flexible labour market by raising educational levels and expanding training and 
retraining programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour 
force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active labour 
market policies that expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises 
the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and recalls the new 
forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time 
and fixed-term work; (deletion)

Or. en
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Amendment by Ana Mato Adrover

Amendment 107
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that the biggest problems in the EU concern the supply of skilled 
and adaptable workers - and that is the issue which should be at the heart of Europe's 
flexicurity strategies; stresses that the priority should be given to the  creation of a 
flexible labour market by raising educational levels and expanding training and 
retraining programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour 
force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active labour 
market policies that expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises 
the decisive role of new technologies in education and training and that of the new 
forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' agreement on teleworking, part-time 
and fixed-term work, in integrating into the job market the disadvantaged groups 
mentioned above and the long-term unemployed;  

Or. es

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 108
Paragraph 5

5. Believes, however, that (deletion) priority should be given to the  creation of a flexible 
labour market by eliminating red tape, over-regulation and over-complexity in 
labour law and creating a transparent, employment-friendly labour law system with 
reliable rules, geared towards business practice, on establishing and terminating 
employment relationships; by raising educational levels and expanding training and 
retraining programmes; by breaking down barriers to the integration into the labour 
force of women, migrants, older or younger workers and other disadvantaged groups; 
by removing obstacles to occupational and geographic mobility; and by active labour 
market policies that  expedite the transition from an old job to a new job; emphasises 
the decisive role of skilled and adaptable workers and new technologies in education 
and training and recalls the new forms of flexibility offered by the social partners' 
agreement on teleworking, part-time and fixed-term work (deletion); 

Or. de
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Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 109
Paragraph 5 a (new)

5a. Proposes, therefore, that the Council examine, in December 2007, the possibility of 
bringing forward the date for lifting the transitional measures obstructing the free 
movement of workers from eight new Member States to 1 January 2009; stresses 
that removing obstacles to mobility at the end of 2008 would send an important 
political message confirming the European Union’s commitment to doing its utmost 
to improve workers’ geographic and occupational mobility;

Or. fr

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 110
Paragraph 5 a (new)

5a. Believes that the Commission, in addition to indicators such as the EPL index 
elaborated by the OECD, should also rely upon on indicators on quality in work, on 
investment in people's skills, on the level of precariousness and insecurity of jobs 
and contracts and on the transition between non-standard to permanent contracts in 
order to monitor the effectiveness of flexicurity policies;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 111
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that  these principles should 
include:

• a core of rights for all de facto workers regardless of their specific 
employment status

• consistent penalties and prosecution when the law is broken or 
inadequately implemented

• equal pay for equal work at the same location
• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against precarious work and abusive labour practices 
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• The breaking down of  labour market segmentation and a shift from job 
security to employment security

• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners
• A macro-economic framework for growth and more at better jobs;
• to strengthen the role of social dialogue and social partnerships to shape, 

negotiate as well as implement flexicurity and related policies
• An agenda on the provision of ‘good’ working conditions and ‘quality’ 

jobs
• Labour law institutions promoting and strengthening  employment 

protection and an agenda of high employment security;

Or. xm

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 112
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of (deletion) principles for the next 3-year cycle of employment 
guidelines based on the promotion of "good work", the creation of quality 
employment and the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that these 
principles should include:

• the need for a skilled and highly qualified labour-force which is linked to 
promoting quality, health and safety and wellbeing at work and reinvigorating 
the permanent employment contract, full-time employment and a high level of 
social protection and workers rights as a general European reference,

• action against precarious work and abusive labour practices,
• the breaking down of labour market segmentation and the promotion of an 

inclusive labour market with a high level of job and employment protection,
• promoting the reconciliation of employment and personal life through a New 

European Working Time Standard based on shorter collective full-time 
employment,

• partnership of employers, employee representatives and trade unions in managing 
change,

• gender equality and equal opportunities for all,
• the design of national pathways by strengthening the role and coverage of 

collective agreements and social dialogue in consultation with social partners,
• enhancing new social rights and social protection supporting critical transitions 

over the life course of a person with the aim to prevent income risk and other life 
risks and to allow for the maintenance and acquisition of rights to pensions, 
health insurance etc. during these transitions, and

• A macro-economic framework for sustainable development, balanced growth and 
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more and better jobs;

Or. en

Amendment by Agnes Schierhuber

Amendment 113
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that  these principles should 
include:

• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against (deletion) abusive labour practices 
• The breaking down of  labour market segmentation and a shift from job 

security to employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners
• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. de

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 114
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that  these principles should 
include:

• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against (deletion) abusive labour practices 
• The breaking down of  labour market segmentation 
• Fundamental equality between job security and employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners
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• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 115
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the values of the European Social Model; stresses that these 
principles should include:
• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against precarious work and abusive labour practices
• The breaking down of labour market segmentation and a shift from job security to 

employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners in accordance 

with national custom and practice
• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 116
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt common 
principles of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that these principles should 
include:
• A macro-economic framework for growth and more and better jobs
• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against precarious work and abusive labour practices 
• The breaking down of labour market segmentation by promoting job security and 
improving employment security
• The need to have a high level of social protection, including generous 
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unemployment benefits with coverage for all workers concerned in combination 
with active labour market policies and life long learning
• Partnership in managing change including regional and social level
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners
• The role of social dialogue and social partnerships to shape as well as implement 
flexicurity and related policies, with governments respecting in full the autonomy of 
social partners;

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 117
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that these principles should 
include:
• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against exploitative work and abusive labour practices
• The breaking down of labour market segmentation and a shift from job security to 
employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• Investment in lifelong learning
• Promoting equal opportunities for all regardless of age (combating unemployment 
of youth and older workers)
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners and civil society 
representing excluded groups
• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 118
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt a more 
balanced set of flexicurity principles based on the creation of quality employment and 
the strengthening of the European Social Model; stresses that  these principles should 
include:
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• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action for flexible and dependable contracts
• The breaking down of  labour market segmentation and a shift from job 

security to employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• The design of national pathways in consultation with social partners

• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. nl

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 119
Paragraph 6

6. Proposes, therefore, that the European Council in December 2007 adopt the balanced 
set of flexicurity principles proposed by the Commission, with the addition of the 
following points:

• The need for a skilled and adaptable labour-force
• Action against (deletion) abusive labour practices 
• The breaking down of  labour market segmentation and a shift from job 

security to employment security
• Partnership in managing change
• Gender equality and equal opportunities for all
• (deletion)
• A macro-economic framework for growth and jobs;

Or. de

Amendment by Georgios Toussas

Amendment 120
Paragraph 6 a (new)

6a. Calls for abolition of precarious, part-time or fixed-term and temporary 
employment, for promotion of stable, full-time and permanent work, reduction of 
working hours to a seven-hour day, five-day and 35-hour week with increased 
wages, protection of workers from dismissal, and stronger public and universal 
social insurance and welfare; ·

Or. el
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Amendment by Georgios Toussas

Amendment 121
Paragraph 6 b (new)

6b. Calls for unemployment protection schemes to be guaranteed, strengthened and 
improved with an increase in benefits to at least 80% of the basic wage for the whole 
period of unemployment, for periods of unemployment to count towards pensions, 
for additional state support for families with dependent children, free availability of 
state crèches, child care centres for the children of unemployed people, and special 
measures to protect unemployed women, young people and people with special 
needs; ·

Or. el

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 122
Paragraph 7

7. Recalls that where the EU has certain competences in the field of employment and 
social policy and reminds the Member States and the Commission of their 
responsibility in guaranteeing certain rights at EU level; recalls that European 
legislation complements national labour market rules and is an important element 
when it comes to securing the rights of workers;

Or. en

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 123
Paragraph 7

deleted

Or. de
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Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 124
Paragraph 7

7. Recalls the EU's competences in the field of employment and social policy and 
reminds the Member States and the Commission of their responsibility in guaranteeing 
rights at EU level; (deletion)

Or. fr

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 125
Paragraph 7

7. Recalls the Member States' competences in the field of employment and social policy 
and the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality; recalls that European 
legislation complements national labour market rules (deletion);

Or. de

Amendment by Gabriele Stauner

Amendment 126
Paragraph 7

7. Recalls the Member States' fundamental competences in the field of employment and 
social policy (deletion); recalls that European legislation merely complements national 
labour market rules (deletion);

Or. de

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 127
Paragraph 7 a (new)

7a. Calls on the Commission and the Member States to give particular attention to the 
legal situation of the self-employed, small businesses and SMEs, which is 
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characterised by a high level of economic dependence on their customers, and to 
consider together the most appropriate legislative means to raise their level of social 
protection at the same time as considering measures to make labour law more 
flexible;

Or. fr

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 128
Paragraph 7 a (new)

7 a. Stresses the importance of the subsidiarity principle; emphasises that the Member 
States need a margin of discretion in order to balance the need for protection 
against the need for flexibility in accordance with the starting-point conditions, and 
traditions, of their respective national labour markets; 

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 129
Paragraph 8

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 130
Paragraph 8

8. Calls in this context for the adoption of the Directive on Agency Work based on the 
principle of equal treatment and equal pay and for improving the European Works 
Council Directive as well as better implementation of the Posting of Workers 
Directive;

Or. en
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Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 131
Paragraph 8

deleted 

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 132
Paragraph 8

8. Calls in this context for all employment legislation to be implemented more 
effectively;

Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 133
Paragraph 8

deleted

Or. fr

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 134
Paragraph 8

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 135
Paragraph 8 a (new)

8a. Calls for the revised Working Time Directive to be brought into line with the goal of 
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reconciling employment and private life, which, inter alia, necessitates:
- a clear limitation of the maximum working week at EU level (down from the 
present norm of 48 hours per week to 40 hours as a first step, abolishing all present 
derogations and loopholes in the existing Directive), which would provide Member 
States with an incentive for working-time reduction at the national level;
- establishing norms for part-time employment, so that only substantiated and 
socially protected part-time work (15 to 25 hours weekly) will be offered to those 
who wish to work part-time;
- putting full-time and part-time employment on an equal footing as regards hourly 
wages, entitlements to education and lifelong learning, career opportunities and 
social protection;
- abolishing all possibilities to 'opt outs' from the Directive and ensuring full 
implementation of the ECJ judgements (for example, on-call time spent at the 
workplace must be regarded as working time, compensatory rest must be granted 
immediately after time spent on duty);

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 136
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms; calls on the Commission to combat 
undeclared work namely through more efficient coordination of national labour 
inspectorates (deletion), and calls for intensive national coordination between public 
and private organisations involved and calls on Member States to use innovative 
methods based on indicators and benchmarks specific to the different business sectors 
in order to fight against fiscal erosion;

Or. en

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 137
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the  Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms; calls on the Member States to combat 
undeclared work through the creation of a European platform for coordination of, and 
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administrative cooperation between, national labour inspectorates  and/ or trade 
unions; firmly stresses the supervisory powers of the national authorities, which 
have been repeatedly called into question by the Commission, but were explicitly 
confirmed most recently by the European Court of Justice on 18 July 2007 (C-
490/04), calls on the Commission to ensure there is intensive national coordination 
between public and private organisations involved and calls on Member States to use 
innovative methods based on indicators and benchmarks specific to the different 
business sectors in order to fight against fiscal erosion;

Or. de

Amendment by Agnes Schierhuber

Amendment 138
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the  Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms; calls on the Commission to combat 
undeclared work through the creation of a European platform for coordination of 
national labour inspectorates and/ or social partners, and calls for intensive national 
coordination between public and private organisations involved and calls on Member 
States to use innovative methods based on indicators and benchmarks specific to the 
different business sectors in order to fight against fiscal erosion;;

Or. de

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 139
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the  Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms (deletion); 

Or. de
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Amendment by Gabriele Stauner

Amendment 140
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the  Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms; (deletion) calls for intensive national 
coordination between public and private organisations involved and calls on Member 
States to use innovative methods based on indicators and benchmarks specific to the 
different business sectors in order to fight against fiscal erosion;

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 141
Paragraph 9

9. Calls also for a renewed fight against undeclared work and the black economy, which 
– although to a varying degree among the  Member States – damages the economy, 
leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to consumers, reduces tax revenues and 
leads to unfair competition between firms; calls on the Commission to support 
exchanges of best practice and cooperation between the Member States to combat 
undeclared work;

Or. de

Amendment by Ona Juknevičienė

Amendment 142
Paragraph 9

9. Calls on the Member States, by enforcing existing legislation, to combat undeclared 
work and the black economy , which-although to a varying degree among the Member 
States -damages the economy, leaves workers unprotected, is detrimental to 
consumers, reduces tax revenues and leads to unfair competition between firms; 
(deletion)

Or. en
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 143
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the 
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting strong 
unions and collective bargaining, as part of a participative employment system where 
there is a high level of trust as a result of which workers' rights are guaranteed ; 
stresses the need to address deficiencies in the coverage of collective bargaining and 
encourages the extension of collective bargaining and social dialogue - including 
cross-border dialogue and sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, work 
organisation and issues that are connected with anticipating change, restructuring and 
relocation; urges the Commission to provide the social partners with technical and 
financial assistance;

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 144
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the 
involvement of all stakeholders in adjusting national policies and promoting strong 
unions and collective bargaining, where that is the practice, as part of a participative 
employment system where there is a high level of trust as a result of which a balance 
is guaranteed ; stresses the need to address deficiencies in the coverage of collective 
bargaining and encourages the extension of collective bargaining and social dialogue -
including cross-border dialogue and sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, 
work organisation and issues that are connected with restructuring and relocation; 
urges the Commission to provide the social partners with technical and financial 
assistance;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 145
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the 
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting strong 
unions and collective bargaining, as part of a participative employment system where 
there is a high level of trust as a result of which a balance is guaranteed on European, 
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national, regional, local and company level ; stresses the need to address deficiencies 
in the coverage of collective bargaining and the need to guarantee rights of 
association and effective trade union activities; encourages the extension of 
collective bargaining and social dialogue - including cross-border dialogue and 
sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, work organisation and issues that are 
connected with restructuring and relocation; urges the Commission to provide the 
social partners with technical and financial assistance;

Or. en

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 146
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the  
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting strong 
unions, employers' associations and collective bargaining,  as part of a participative 
employment system where there is a high level of trust as a result of which a balance 
is guaranteed; firmly stresses the principle that workers and employers should decide 
for themselves what subjects they discuss in the context of social dialogue; against 
this background, recommends that the social partners address deficiencies in the 
coverage of collective bargaining and encourages the extension of collective 
bargaining and social dialogue - including cross-border dialogue and sectoral dialogue 
- so that they include training, work organisation and issues that are connected with 
restructuring and relocation; urges the Commission to  provide the social partners with 
technical and financial assistance;

Or. de

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 147
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the  
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting (deletion)
collective agreements,  as part of a participative employment system where there is a 
high level of trust as a result of which a balance is guaranteed ; stresses the need to 
address deficiencies in the coverage of collective bargaining and encourages the 
extension of collective bargaining and social dialogue - including cross-border 
dialogue and sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, work organisation and 
issues that are connected with restructuring and relocation; urges the Commission to  
provide the social partners with technical and financial assistance;
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Or. nl

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 148
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the 
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting (delete)
collective bargaining, as part of a participative employment system where there is a 
high level of trust as a result of which a balance is guaranteed; stresses the need to 
address deficiencies in the coverage of collective bargaining and encourages the 
extension of collective bargaining and social dialogue according to national law -
including cross-border dialogue and sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, 
work organisation and issues that are connected with restructuring and relocation; 
(deletion)

Or. en

Amendment by Georgios Toussas

Amendment 149
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that the concepts of the ‘social partners’ and  ‘social partnership’ are 
deeply reactionary, unscientific and anachronistic; this concept aims to manipulate 
the workers’ movement and bring about the resignation and surrender of the 
working class to the ambitions of capital and its political manifestations;

Or. el

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 150
Paragraph 10

10. Is convinced that a climate of trust and dialogue can only be created through the  
involvement of social partners in adjusting national policies and promoting strong 
unions and collective bargaining,  as part of a participative employment system where 
there is a high level of trust as a result of which a balance is guaranteed ; (deletion)
encourages the extension of collective bargaining and social dialogue - including 
cross-border dialogue and sectoral dialogue - so that they include training, work 
organisation and issues that are connected with restructuring and relocation (deletion);
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Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 151
Paragraph 10 a (new)

10a. Recalls that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to flexicurity and that each 
Member State should compose the elements of their flexicurity concept on the basis 
of its own situation and national traditions;

Or. en

Amendment by Ana Mato Adrover

Amendment 152
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common principles that
underpin the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce one another and that flexicurity allows firms and workers to 
adapt appropriately to the new international situation, with strong competition from 
the emerging economies, while maintaining a high level of social protection, social 
security and unemployment benefits, health and safety protection, active labour 
market policies and training/ lifelong learning opportunities; moreover, highlights the 
recurrent and effective collective bargaining taking place in a tri-partite structure with 
strong and representative social partners and also emphasises the need for sufficient
welfare provisions and universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and 
care for other dependents; further stresses that guaranteeing these levels of social 
protection can support labour mobility and structural change by increasing the 
willingness to take risks;

Or. es

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 153
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common principles that 
underpin  the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce  one another and that flexicurity  allows firms and workers to 
adapt with a high level of social protection, social security and unemployment 
benefits, health and safety protection, active labour market policies and training/ 
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lifelong learning opportunities; moreover, highlights the recurrent and effective 
collective bargaining taking place (deletion) with strong and representative social 
partners and also emphasises the need for broad welfare provisions and universal 
access to good quality services, such as childcare and care for other dependents; 
further stresses that employee security can support labour mobility and structural 
change by increasing the willingness to take risks;

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 154
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common principles that 
underpin  the various European social models; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce  one another and that flexicurity  allows firms and workers to 
adapt with a high level of social protection, social security and unemployment 
benefits, health and safety protection, active labour market policies and training/ 
lifelong learning opportunities and the benefit of a modern and transparent labour 
law system; 

Or. de

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 155
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common principles that 
underpin  the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce  one another and that flexicurity  allows firms and workers to 
adapt with a high level of social protection, social security and unemployment 
benefits, health and safety protection, active labour market policies and training/ 
lifelong learning opportunities; moreover, highlights the recurrent and effective 
collective bargaining taking place in a (deletion) structure with strong and 
representative social partners and also emphasises the need for broad welfare 
provisions and universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and care for 
other dependents; further stresses that employee security can support labour mobility 
and structural change by increasing the willingness to take risks;

Or. nl
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 156
Paragraph 11

11. Calls on the Member States to improve their social security systems, particularly 
those granting unemployment benefits, considers that social protection schemes and 
labour law should be made more supportive as regards the prevention of income 
risks related to labour market transitions (e.g. from education and training to 
employment, from employment to education, further training and lifelong learning 
and vice versa, from part-time to full-time employment, from fixed term-to 
permanent employment, from employment towards retirement etc.); considers that 
this approach should be complemented by collective bargaining; moreover, 
highlights the recurrent and effective collective bargaining taking place (deletion) with 
strong and representative social partners and also emphasises the need for broad 
welfare provisions and universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and 
care for other dependents; further stresses that employee security can support labour 
mobility and structural change by increasing opportunities to transfer smoothly to 
another job;

Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 157
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be compatible with the fundamental 
pillars that underpin the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce  one another and that flexicurity  allows firms and workers to 
adapt with a high level of social protection, social security and unemployment 
benefits, health and safety protection, active labour market policies and training/ 
lifelong learning opportunities; moreover, highlights the recurrent and effective 
collective bargaining taking place in a tri-partite structure with strong and 
representative social partners and also emphasises the need for broad welfare 
provisions and universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and care for 
other dependents; further stresses that employee security can support labour mobility 
and structural change by increasing the willingness to take risks;

Or. fr
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Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 158
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common values that 
underpin the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements can reinforce one another and that flexicurity allows firms and workers 
to adapt to new conditions namely to more flexible contractual arrangements 
together with a high level of social protection, social security and unemployment 
benefits, health and safety protection, active labour market policies and training/ 
lifelong learning opportunities; moreover, highlights the success of recurrent and 
effective negotiations taking place in a tri-partite structure in certain countries with 
strong and representative social partners and also emphasises the need for broad 
welfare provisions and universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and 
care for other dependents; further stresses that employee security can support labour 
mobility and structural change by increasing the willingness to take risks;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 159
Paragraph 11

11. Stresses that all models of flexicurity should be based on common principles that 
underpin  the European Social Model; believes that flexibility and security 
requirements reinforce  one another and that flexicurity  allows firms and workers to 
adapt with a high level of  social protection, protection of stable employment, social 
security and unemployment benefits, health and safety protection, active labour 
market policies and training/ lifelong learning opportunities,; moreover, highlights the 
recurrent and effective collective bargaining (deletion) with strong and representative 
social partners and also emphasises the need for broad welfare provisions and 
universal access to good quality services, such as childcare and care for other 
dependents; further stresses that employee security can support labour mobility and 
structural change by increasing the willingness to take risks; stresses that well-
designed job protection systems provide business with the incentives to invest in 
workers’ skills and look for innovative and productive ways to restructure, thereby 
enhancing internal flexibility and the adaptability of business;

Or. en
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Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 160
Paragraph 12

12. Regrets the Commission's narrow approach towards  flexicurity and calls on the 
Commission to commit itself to the principle of  security for workers, active labour 
market policies and lifelong learning and to look at flexicurity within the wider 
context of the European Social Model; welcomes the basic premiss of the 
Commission's Communication on flexicurity, that at a time when the prospect of a 
'job for life' is increasingly becoming a thing of the past, workers need greater 
employment security rather than job security; stresses that people thereby gain 
security through more, and new, employment opportunities;

Or. de

Amendment by Ana Mato Adrover

Amendment 161
Paragraph 12

12. Calls on the Commission to commit itself to the principle of  security for workers, 
promoting the development of the four policy components laid down in its 
communication: active labour market policies, lifelong learning, and changes in 
contractual arrangements and in social security systems, and to look at flexicurity 
within the wider context of the European Social Model;

Or. es

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 162
Paragraph 12

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 163
Paragraph 12

12. Regrets the Commission's narrow approach towards flexicurity and calls on the 
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Commission to commit itself to the principle of "good work", promoting job and 
employment security for workers, a rights based approach to active labour market 
policies and lifelong learning and to look at improving the quality of employment and 
wellbeing at work within the wider context of the European Social Model;

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 164
Paragraph 12

12. Calls on the Commission to commit itself to the principle of flexible and reliable 
contractual agreements, security for workers, active labour market policies and 
lifelong learning and to look at flexicurity within the wider context of the European 
Social models;

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 165
Paragraph 12

12. Notes the Commission's (deletion) approach towards flexicurity and calls on the 
Commission to commit itself to the principle of security for workers, active labour 
market policies and lifelong learning and to look at flexicurity within the wider 
context of the European Social Model;

Or. en

Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 166
Paragraph 12 a (new)

12a. Regrets strongly that the Commission communication envisages flexicurity solely in
the context of employment relationships; calls, therefore, for public policies linked 
to flexicurity to facilitate the transition to self-employment status, including by 
promoting business creation and transfer, to foster independence and the associated 
risk-taking and to support the development of self-employed workers’ technical and 
managerial skills;

Or. fr
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Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 167
Paragraph 12 a (new)

12a. Underlines the need to include educational and training measures in a wider 
flexicurity agenda and stresses that lifelong learning should address opportunity 
gaps among workers and must start at the initial education system;

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 168
Paragraph 13

13. Emphasises that the fight against labour market segmentation will  include the 
provision of core  rights for all workers regardless of their specific employment status, 
which should include: equal treatment, workers' health and safety protection and 
provisions on working time, freedom of association and representation, collective 
bargaining and collective action, and emphasises the importance of access to training 
as well as the continued protection of acquired rights by covering periods of education 
and training, improved care opportunities, transition from dependent to autonomous 
employment etc.; recalls that core rights and labour law are not aimed at  keeping 
workers in the same job for life but at  providing decent living and working 
conditions; 

Or. de

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 169
Paragraph 13

13. Emphasises that the fight against labour market segmentation should include the 
provision of a core of rights for all workers regardless of their specific employment 
status, which should include: equal treatment, workers' health and safety protection 
and provisions on working time, freedom of association and representation, collective 
bargaining, collective action, and access to training as well as the continued protection 
of acquired rights by covering periods of education and training, care activities, 
transition from dependent to autonomous employment etc.; recalls that core rights and 
labour law are not aimed at keeping workers in the same job for life but at providing 
decent living and working conditions;
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Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 170
Paragraph 13

13. Emphasises that the fight against labour market segmentation will include the 
provision of core rights for all workers regardless of their specific employment status, 
which should include: equal treatment, workers' health and safety protection and 
provisions on working time, freedom of association and representation, collective 
bargaining, collective action, and access to training as well as the continued protection 
of acquired rights by covering periods of education and training, care activities, 
transition from dependent to autonomous employment etc.; recalls that core rights and 
labour law are (deletion) aimed at (deletion) providing decent living and working 
conditions, adequate remuneration and social protection;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 171
Paragraph 13

13. Emphasises that the fight against labour market segmentation will  include the 
provision of core  rights for all workers regardless of their specific employment status, 
which should include: equal treatment, promotion of stable employment relationships, 
protection against unfair dismissal, right to have advance notification, workers' health 
and safety protection and provisions on working time, freedom of association and 
representation, collective bargaining, collective action, and access to training as well 
as the continued protection of acquired rights by covering periods of education and 
training, care activities, transition from dependent to autonomous employment etc.; 
recalls that core rights and labour law are not aimed at  keeping workers in the same 
job for life but at providing fair living and working conditions leading to a guarantee 
of minimum conditions for a decent life;

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 172
Paragraph 13 a (new)

13 a. Considers that Member States should take adequate measures to phase out 
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precarious and atypical employment; considers that one instrument could be to 
establish a system of progressively rising social security contributions of the 
employers, according to the principle ‘the lower the employment status (short 
period, weak perspectives, high risks), the higher the contributions to social 
security’; considers that progressive contributions could motivate employers e.g. to 
issue a permanent contract rather than to prolong a temporary one and thus 
stimulate them to hire employees more favourably;

Or. en

Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 173
Paragraph 13 a (new)

13a. Stresses that in order to implement these active labour market policies the public 
authorities can make use, in particular, of private employment agencies; these 
agencies can help ease the transition from one job to another within a secure legal 
framework for both employee and employer;

Or. fr

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 174
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent worker exploitation through the 
use of recurring accumulation of non-standard contracts;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 175
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce preventive and accompanying measures to counteract 
the recurring accumulation of atypical contracts;

Or. de
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Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 176
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to verify the effects of atypical contracts and – if then still 
necessary – introduce policies that prevent the recurring accumulation of atypical 
contracts;

Or. de

Amendment by Agnes Schierhuber

Amendment 177
Paragraph 14

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 178
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent the long-term accumulation of 
atypical contracts;

Or. fr

Amendment by Jiří Maštálka

Amendment 179
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent the recurring accumulation of 
atypical contracts, the use of zero-hour contracts, the abuse of on-call and small-part 
time contracts, the use of civil law contracts to transform a subordinate employment 
relationship into bogus independent work; the use of sub-contracting and 
outsourcing to undermine social, health, wage and other rights of workers;

Or. en
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Amendment by Ona Juknevičienė

Amendment 180
Paragraph 14

deleted 

Or. en

Amendment by Gabriele Stauner

Amendment 181
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent the recurring accumulation of 
atypical contracts; calls for every Community employment policy to continue to keep 
to the traditional model of the unlimited full-time employment contract, which forms 
the basis of the social security systems in the Member States;

Or. de

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 182
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent the recurring accumulation of 
atypical contracts unless they contain the same rights as full-time employment 
contracts;

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 183
Paragraph 14

deleted 

Or. de
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 184
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that prevent the endless accumulation of 
defined or other atypical contracts supporting Member States in implementing 
policies to shift these contracts to employment relationships of an indefinite 
duration with full social protection;

Or. en

Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 185
Paragraph 14

14. Stresses the need to introduce policies that limit the recurring accumulation of atypical 
contracts;

Or. fr

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 186
Paragraph 14

deleted

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 187
Paragraph 15

15. Calls for the creation of comprehensive lifelong learning systems, also applicable to
workers with non-standard contracts; calls on the Member States to focus strategies on 
areas of national weakness and make tailor-made investments in education and 
training and to ensure that the performance of public authorities and businesses 
improves;

Or. en
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Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 188
Paragraph 15

15. Calls for the creation of comprehensive lifelong learning systems, with particular 
emphasis being put on workers with non-standard contracts; calls on the Member 
States to focus strategies on areas of national weakness and make tailor-made 
investments in education and training and to ensure that the performance of public 
authorities and businesses improves; calls on the Member States to safeguard the 
right to education and access to education for all;

Or. de

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 189
Paragraph 15

15. Calls for the creation of comprehensive lifelong learning systems (deletion); calls on 
the Member States to focus strategies on areas of national weakness and make tailor-
made investments in education and training and to ensure that the performance of 
public authorities and businesses improves;

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 190
Paragraph 15

15. Calls for support for suitable lifelong learning systems, with particular emphasis 
being put on workers with non-standard contracts; calls on the Member States to focus 
strategies on areas of national weakness and make tailor-made investments in 
education and training and to ensure that the performance of public authorities and 
businesses improves;

Or. de
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Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 191
Paragraph 15 a (new)

15a. Calls for strengthening systems of industrial relations at EU and national level as a 
key to reach and implement flexicurity policies that are balanced and provide firms 
with the right kind of flexibility while ensuring that unfair competition at the 
expense of working conditions is ruled out;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 192
Paragraph 15 b (new)

15b. Stresses the need for companies to anticipate changes and their human resource 
requirements in order to plan internal training and retraining programmes for their 
employees;

Or. fr

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 193
Paragraph 15 c (new)

15c. Recalls that, given this relationship, subcontractors, multiskilled workers, new 
workers and casual workers are workers subject to flexibility with high risk, as 
evidenced by their high accident rate;

Or. fr

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 194
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on the social partners and the public authorities in the Member States to 
guarantee investment in lifelong learning by agreeing on a 2% benchmark as a 
percentage of GDP (total public and private spending); calls, moreover, on Member 
States to encourage companies to increase their investment in lifelong learning, which 
can be complemented by collective agreements (e.g. branch-specific collective 
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training and lifelong learning funds); furthermore calls on the Member States to 
introduce new social rights with a view to a work-life balance approach (e.g. the 
right to leave for the purposes of training or care, the right to a temporary reduction 
in working hours and the right to return later to full-time employment, the right to 
long-term sabbaticals, and the right of young people to apprenticeship, training or 
employment, six months after finishing education);

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 195
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on (deletion) the Member States to guarantee investment in lifelong learning by 
allocating a minimum of 2 % (deletion) of GDP (total public and private spending); 
calls, moreover, on Member States to encourage companies to increase their 
investment in lifelong learning;

Or. de

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 196
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on (deletion) the public authorities in the Member States to guarantee investment 
in lifelong learning by agreeing on a 2% benchmark for public spending as a 
percentage of GDP (deletion); calls, moreover, on Member States to encourage 
companies to increase their investment in lifelong learning;

Or. fr

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 197
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on the authorities and social partners (deletion) in the Member States to boost
investment in lifelong learning (deletion);

Or. nl
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Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 198
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on the social partners and the public authorities in the Member States to promote 
lifelong learning (deletion); calls, moreover, on Member States to encourage 
companies to increase their investment in lifelong learning;

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 199
Paragraph 16

16. Calls on the social partners and the public authorities in the Member States to invest in 
lifelong learning (deletion); calls, moreover, on Member States to encourage 
companies to increase their investment in lifelong learning;

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 200
Paragraph 16 a (new)

16a. Stresses the importance of the Seventh Framework Programme for research and 
technological development (2007-2013) in creating new and better companies that 
will promote a Europe of  knowledge;

Or. en

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 201
Paragraph 17

17. Emphasises the efficiency of innovative forms of work organisations, such as learning 
organisations, multi-skilling and job rotation via training offered by employers, 
(deletion) regional development aid and active labour market policies;

Or. de
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 202
Paragraph 17

17. Recognises that innovative forms of work organisations, such as learning 
organisations, multi-skilling and job rotation via training offered by employers, 
sectoral fund initiatives, regional development aid and active labour market policies 
can assist the re-integration of workers without their losing useful knowhow and 
professional skills and thus support an inclusive labour market;

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 203
Paragraph 17

17. Emphasises the efficiency of innovative forms of work organisations, such as learning 
organisations, multi-skilling and job rotation via training offered by employers, 
sectoral funds for training and re-training and for safeguards in the event of 
unemployment, regional development aid and active labour market policies;

Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 204
Paragraph 18

18. Is convinced of the importance of encouraging stable employment relationships and 
fighting poverty and precarious employment where there is a high level of trust by
introducing an EU norm for the level of minimum incomes for social inclusion 
(60 % of the respective GNI per capita) and the level of minimum wages (60 % of 
the respective average national wage) in order to prevent income poverty;

Or. en
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Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 205
Paragraph 18

18. Is convinced of the importance of encouraging stable employment relationships, 
including using tax measures, where there is a high level of trust;

Or. fr

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 206
Paragraph 18

18. Is convinced that flexible employment law, modern forms of lifelong learning, 
sustainable and fundable social security systems and effective and efficient 
employment policy provide for a high level of confidence;

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 207
Paragraph 18

18. Is convinced of the importance of encouraging stable employment relationships by 
improving the organisation of work and the quality of relationships at the work 
place;

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda and Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 208
Paragraph 19

19. Recalls the importance of effective, active labour-market policies, including advice 
and guidance, retraining and help with mobility in order to shorten transition periods 
between jobs and welfare systems that should actively motivate people to look for 
new job opportunities while also encouraging openness to change by mitigating 
income loss and providing opportunities for education;

Or. en
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Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 209
Paragraph 19

19. Recalls the importance of effective (deletion) labour-market policies, including advice 
and guidance, retraining and help with mobility in order to shorten transition periods 
between jobs and welfare systems that encourage openness to change by mitigating 
income loss and providing opportunities for education;

Or. de

Amendment by Bernard Lehideux

Amendment 210
Paragraph 19 a (new)

19a. Stresses the need to ensure that established individual social rights are maintained 
during changes in occupational situation, from one employment contract to another 
or from employee status to self-employment status (and vice versa);

Or. fr

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 211
Paragraph 21

21. Calls on the Member States to introduce measures, in order to promote equal access to 
quality employment for women and men that comply with the European Pact for 
Gender Equality and to address the urgent need to eradicate the existing gender pay 
gap;

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 212
Paragraph 22

22. Stresses the need for the social partners to negotiate working time arrangements better
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to enable people to balance work and family life;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 213
Paragraph 22

22. Stresses the need for the social partners to negotiate working time arrangements that 
are guided by workers’ employment protection and health requirements; calls, with 
regard to sustainable employment and health protection, for a maximum weekly 
working time laid down by law, reflecting the latest research on sustainable 
employment health;

Or. de

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 214
Paragraph 22

22. Stresses that working time arrangements need to be sufficiently flexible to meet the 
needs of employers and employees and to enable people to balance work and family 
life;

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 215
Paragraph 22

22. Stresses the need for (deletion) working time arrangements to be sufficiently flexible 
to meet the needs of employers and employees and to enable people to balance work 
and family life;

Or. en
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Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 216
Paragraph 22

22. Underlines the importance of taking into consideration all aspects of flexibility, 
including flexibility of work organisation and working time, in particular through 
the use of new technologies; stresses the need for the social partners to negotiate 
working time arrangements that are sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of 
employers and employees and to enable people to balance work, family and personal
life;

Or. en

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 217
Paragraph 23

23. Calls on the Member States to introduce arrangements supporting the flexible 
retirement of older workers through part-time employment and similar schemes before 
reaching the statutory retirement age that may increase the integration of older 
workers into the labour market;

Or. en

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 218
Paragraph 23

23. Calls on the Member States and the social partners to reduce their policies of putting 
workers into early retirement and introduce arrangements supporting the flexible 
retirement of older workers through part-time pensions, job-sharing and similar 
schemes that promote active ageing and may increase the integration of older workers 
into the labour market;

Or. en
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Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 219
Paragraph 23

23. Calls on the Member States to introduce arrangements supporting a more active
retirement of older workers through part-time pensions and similar schemes that may 
increase the integration of older workers into  the labour market;

Or. fr

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten and José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 220
Paragraph 23

23. Calls on the Member States to introduce arrangements supporting the flexible 
retirement of older workers through part-time pensions and similar schemes that may 
increase the integration of older workers into the labour market, encouraging a longer 
working life in order to act against ageing;

Or. en

Amendment by Elizabeth Lynne

Amendment 221
Paragraph 23

23 Calls on the Member States to implement Directive 2000/78/EC, which outlaws age 
discrimination in employment and to introduce arrangements supporting the flexible 
retirement of older workers through part-time pensions and similar schemes that may 
increase the integration of older workers into the labour market;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 222
Paragraph 23

23. Calls on the Member States and social partners to introduce arrangements supporting 
sustainable and socially acceptable retirement schemes for older workers, to provide 
older workers with more of an improvement in their living and working conditions;
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Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 223
Paragraph 24

24. Reminds the Member States that, in order to translate the European Employment 
Strategy into higher aggregate employment, there must be a supportive macro-
economic environment and the strategy for employment must include improved 
coordination of macro-economic policies and public spending in support of 
sustainable economic, social and environmental development, thus supporting the 
creation of new, high- quality employment;

Or. en

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 224
Paragraph 24

24. Reminds the Member States that, in order to translate flexicurity into higher aggregate 
employment, there must be not only a supportive macro-economic environment but 
also investment by the Member States in employment, and the strategy for flexicurity 
requires improved coordination of macro-economic policies with public spending in 
the fields of employment, social security and education policy, as well as support for 
smart growth, to achieve the Lisbon priorities;

Or. de

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 225
Paragraph 25

deleted

Or. de
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Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 226
Paragraph 25

25. Calls on the European Central Bank to encourage the growth of quality employment 
and investment in a context of sustainable development by way of a more relaxed 
monetary policy;

Or. en

Amendment by José Albino Silva Peneda

Amendment 227
Paragraph 25

deleted

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 228
Paragraph 27

deleted

Or. en

Amendment by Ria Oomen-Ruijten

Amendment 229
Paragraph 27

deleted

Or. de
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Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 230
Paragraph 27

27. Calls on European businesses to expedite the implementation of their Corporate Social 
Responsibility policies (deletion);

Or. de

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 231
Paragraph 27

deleted

Or. de

Amendment by Stephen Hughes on behalf of the PES Group

Amendment 232
Paragraph 27

27. Calls on European businesses to expedite the implementation of their Corporate Social 
Responsibility policies and calls on the Commission to start implementing the 
recommendations provided for in Parliament's resolution on Corporate Social 
Responsibility of 13 March 2007, taking into account the importance of integrating 
social and environmental aspects within the definition of common principles of 
flexicurity and the need to promote quality policies;

Or. en

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 233
Paragraph 27 a (new)

27a. Emphatically acknowledges the achievements that European businesses have 
already made voluntarily in the social sphere, and encourages them to do still more; 
supports the Commission’s well-considered initiative, which intends to leave the 
CSR commitment of companies on a voluntary basis and is thus also preventing the 
creation of extra bureaucracy;
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Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 234
Paragraph 28

28. Considers that the common principles for promoting "good work" should be 
implemented by the Community institutions and the Member States within the 
framework of a radically revised Lisbon strategy (Integrated Strategy for 
Sustainability and Solidarity); calls on the revision of the Employment Guidelines by 
putting the focus on the quality of employment, guided by a set of quality indicators
which the Member States should implement through their national reform 
programmes; calls on the Commission and the Member States to better involve 
Parliament and national parliaments, as well as the social partners, in the 
implementation and monitoring of the Open Method of Coordination, including the 
European Employment Strategy and the Employment Guidelines, in order to optimise 
the efficiency of those policies;

Or. en

Amendment by Csaba Őry

Amendment 235
Paragraph 28

28. Considers that the common principles of flexicurity should be implemented by the 
Community institutions and the Member States within the framework of the Lisbon 
strategy; calls for a thorough revision of the Employment Guidelines to allow aspects 
of flexicurity to be taken into account; calls on the Commission and the Member 
States to better involve Parliament and  national parliaments, as well as the social 
partners, in the implementation and monitoring of the Open Method of Coordination, 
including the European Employment Strategy and the Employment Guidelines, in 
order to optimise the efficiency of those policies;

Or. fr

Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 236
Paragraph 28

28. Considers that the common principles of flexicurity should be implemented by the 
Community institutions  and the  Member States within the framework of the Lisbon 
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strategy could be scrutinised to assess their impact assessment for fulfilling the 
Lisbon Agenda; (deletion); calls on the Commission and the Member States to better 
involve Parliament and  national parliaments, as well as the social partners, in the 
implementation and monitoring of the Open Method of Coordination, including the 
European Employment Strategy and the Employment Guidelines, in order to optimise 
the efficiency of those policies;

Or. de

Amendment by Thomas Mann

Amendment 237
Paragraph 28

28. Considers that the common principles of flexicurity should be taken up as a cross-
cutting issue and implemented by the Community institutions and the Member States 
within the framework of the Lisbon strategy; calls on the revision of the Employment 
Guidelines by including the common principles of flexicurity which the Member 
States should implement through their national reform programmes; calls on the 
Commission and the Member States to better involve Parliament and national 
parliaments, as well as the social partners, in the implementation and monitoring of 
the Open Method of Coordination, including the European Employment Strategy and 
the Employment Guidelines, in order to optimise the efficiency of those policies;

Or. de

Amendment by Marie Panayotopoulos-Cassiotou

Amendment 238
Paragraph 28 a (new)

28a. Stresses the need to establish an appropriate method for  assessing the 
implementation of the principles of Flexicurity, based on a number of models 
corresponding to reality and to the challenges of the labour market in the Member 
States, rather than to the strictly defined models  of Flexicurity;

Or. el

Amendment by Anja Weisgerber

Amendment 239
Paragraph 29

deleted
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Or. de

Amendment by Ilda Figueiredo, Roberto Musacchio and Gabriele Zimmer

Amendment 240
Paragraph 29

29. Calls on the European Council and the Commission, within the framework of the 
midterm review of the Social Policy Agenda and taking into account Parliament's 
report on 'The stocktaking of social reality', to set an ambitious social policy agenda 
both at EU and national levels; moreover, calls on the two institutions to draw up 
together with Parliament a vision for the future of social Europe, promoting 
sustainable development, full employment and the quality of work, social rights and 
protection, which are firmly anchored in European tradition and must be ensured; 
stresses that Social Europe, together with ambitious national reforms, will offer, in this 
way, real added value for working people and citizens using all the tools at its disposal 
(open method of coordination, national and European legislation, social dialogue, 
programmes); believes that only an internal market which balances economic 
performance with social rights can obtain the support of its citizens;

Or. en

Amendment by Philip Bushill-Matthews

Amendment 241
Paragraph 29

29. Calls on the European Council and the Commission (deletion) to set an ambitious 
social reform agenda both at EU and national levels; moreover, calls on the two 
institutions to draw up together with Parliament a vision for the future of social 
Europe (deletion) emphasises thus that, in order to strengthen growth and increase 
levels of employment and the quality of work, social rights and protection, which are 
firmly anchored in European tradition, must be ensured; stresses that Social Europe, 
together with ambitious national reforms, will offer, in this way, real added value for 
working people and citizens using all the tools at its disposal (deletion); believes that 
only an internal market which balances economic freedom with social rights can 
obtain the support of its citizens;

Or. en
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Amendment by Elisabeth Schroedter on behalf of the Greens/EFA

Amendment 242
Paragraph 29

29. Calls on the European Council and the Commission, within the framework of the mid-
term review of the Social Policy Agenda and taking into account Parliament’s report 
on ‘The stocktaking of social reality’, to set an ambitious social reform agenda both at 
EU and national levels; (deletion); emphasises thus that, in order to strengthen growth 
and increase levels of employment and the quality of work, social rights and 
protection, which are firmly anchored in European tradition, must be ensured ; stresses 
that Social Europe, together with ambitious national reforms, will offer, in this way, 
real added value for working people and citizens using all the tools at its disposal 
(open method of coordination, national and European legislation, social dialogue, 
programmes); believes that only an internal market which balances economic freedom 
with social rights can obtain the support of its citizens;

Or. de


